In Who Wants To Run?, Andrew B. Hall suggests that the increasing reluctance of moderate citizens to run for office is contributing to the ideological gulf between Democrats and Republicans in today's American politics. Hall argues that our political system discourages moderate candidates from seeking office in the first place. To understand what is wrong with our legislatures, then, we need to ask ourselves the question: who wants to run? If we want more moderate legislators, we need to make them a better job offer. 
Conspiracies of Conspiracies

How Delusions Have Overrun America
Thomas Milan Konda "The theories Konda weighs and finds wanting are fascinating in their perversity, from chemtrails to climate change deniers. A book that deserves wide circulation and consideration."-Kirkus "Konda's survey is perhaps the most comprehensive attempt yet to record and understand the phenomenon of conspiracy theory as it applies to American politics. . . . [he] manages to give a clear picture of a subject that is more often obscured under a deluge of intensely partisan opinions." -Fortean Times 2019 432 p. 6 x 9 12 halftones 10 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-58576-5 $30.00 Your Price: $24.00
America, Compromised
Lawrence Lessig "America, Compromised is about the country in the Trump era, but not about Trump. . . . [Lessig's] focus is not on bad people doing bad things, but on how incentives across a range of institutions have created corruption, with deleterious consequences for the nation."-New York Times Book Review "Lessig lays out a working definition and theory of corruption that is at once simple and comprehensive, a devastating argument that America is racing for the cliff's edge of structural, possibly irreversible tyranny."-Cory Doctorow 
Rivalry and Reform
Presidents, Social Movements, and the Transformation of American Politics
The Great Broadening
How the Vast Expansion of the Policymaking Agenda Transformed American Politics
Bryan D. Jones, Sean M. Theriault, and Michelle Whyman
Beginning in the late 1950s and continuing through the 1970s, the federal government extended its scope into policy arenas previously left to civil society or state and local governments. The Great Broadening examines in detail the causes, internal dynamics, and consequences of this extended burst of activity. The authors argue that the broadening of government responsibilities into new policy areas such as health care, civil rights, and gender issues and the increasing depth of existing government programs explain many of the changes in American politics since the 1970s.
2019 326 p. 6 x 9 90 line drawings, 4 tables 13 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-62594-2 $32.50 Your Price: $26.00
Good Enough for Government Work
The Public Reputation Crisis in America (And What We Can Do to Fix It) 
Amy E. Lerman
With Good Enough for Government Work, Lerman argues persuasively that the reputation of government is itself an impediment to government's ability to achieve the common good. In addition to improving its efficiency and effectiveness, government therefore has an equally critical task: countering the belief that the public sector is mired in incompetence. Lerman shows how negative perceptions are highly resistant to change and how citizens' beliefs about government can quickly become a self-fulfilling prophecy. The book concludes with practical solutions for how the government might improve its reputation and roll back current efforts to eliminate or privatize public services.
Democracy and Dysfunction
Sanford Levinson and Jack M. Balkin
This book brings together two of the leading constitutional law scholars of our time in an urgently needed conversation that seeks to uncover the underlying causes of our current crisis and their meaning for American democracy. In a series of letters exchanged over a period of two years, Levinson and Balkin travel through the convulsions of the 2016 election and Trump's first year in office. This book will help readers understand how America reached its current situation and how we might forestall the next demagogue who will seek to beguile the American public. 
The Increasingly United States
Marxism in the American Grain
Harry Harootunian
As Harry Harootunian argues in this provocative pamphlet, there is an indelible American stamp to Marxist scholarship that unites it across diverse disciplines and schools of thought. Focusing in particular on the post-war years, Harootunian tracks American Marxism's chapters in recent history. 
Dangerous Counsel
Accountability and Advice in Ancient Greece
Matthew Landauer
With Dangerous Counsel, Matthew Landauer analyzes the sometimes ferocious and unpredictable politics of accountability in ancient Greece and offers novel readings of ancient history, philosophy, rhetoric, and drama. In comparing the demos to a tyrant, thinkers such as Herodotus and Plato were attempting to work out a theory of the badness of unaccountable power; to understand the basic logic of accountability; and to explore the ways in which political discourse is profoundly shaped by institutions and power relationships. In the process they created strikingly portable theories of counsel and accountability that traveled across political regime types and remain relevant to our contemporary political dilemmas. Robert C. Bartlett offers a literal, yet easily readable new translation of Aristotle's "Art of Rhetoric"-one that takes into account important alternatives in the manuscript and that is fully annotated to explain historical and literary allusions. Bartlett's translation is also accompanied by an outline of the argument of each book; copious indexes that include subjects, proper names, and literary citations; a glossary of key terms; and a substantial interpretive essay. 
On the Spirit of Rights
Dan Edelstein "A superb, erudite piece of intellectual excavation. . . . Edelstein's skill as an intellectual historian lies especially in his ability to situate ideas in their broadest cultural and political setting."-New York Review of Books "Provocative and timely."-Times Higher Education "Rarely has an existing debate been as authoritatively and breathtakingly taken to a new plane as in Edelstein's sophisticated new story of how 'rights' entered European and transatlantic politics in the age of revolution. Clear, erudite, and urbane, Edelstein has shown once again why he is so highly regarded a historian of the eighteenth century's place in Western intellectual history."-Samuel Moyn, Yale University 
Hobbes's Kingdom of Light
A Study of the Foundations of Modern Political Philosophy
Devin Stauffer "A brilliant and sustained reflection on Hobbes's philosophic, theological, and political-philosophic attempt to dispel the 'Kingdom of Darkness.' Stauffer clarifies and assesses the arguments that led Hobbes to his extraordinary and highly influential attempt to establish human society on a radically new, 'enlightened,' secular basis. This is a vitally important book, not only for those who wish to understand the true relation between Hobbes's natural science and his political science but for anyone who wishes to understand the modern world." -Timothy Burns, Baylor University Toward "Natural Right and History" Lectures and Essays by Leo Strauss, 1937-1946 
Authoritarianism
Three Inquiries in Critical Theory
Wendy Brown, Peter E. Gordon, and Max Pensky "Brown, Gordon, and Pensky give us an insightful analysis of the dialectics and dynamics of authoritarianism, neo-liberalism, and democracy. This book is a must read for all those concerned to understand the predicament of our times."-Seyla Benhabib, Yale University 
Deconstructing the Monolith
The Microeconomics of the National Industrial Recovery Act Jason E. Taylor "Taylor delivers a fresh perspective on one of the most unusual episodes in American economic history. Taking advantage of a variety of new data sources and recent studies, he drills down to the microeconomic level to tease apart the effects of the NIRA on employment, collusion, and many other outcomes. Anyone interested in work sharing, cartels, or the Great Depression more broadly can benefit from this comprehensive study."-Chris Vickers, Auburn University 
Markets and Governments in Economic History
Free Public Transit
And Why We Don't Pay to Ride Elevators
Edited by Jason Prince and Judith Delheim "For those seeking to secure more sustainable, equitable and sane cities, this exceptional collection should be cause for celebration. In ways that are profoundly convincing, Free Public Transit suggests that the ostensibly radical and utopian demand for fare-free transit is hardly radical or utopian at all." -Kafui Attoh, Joseph S. Murphy Institute for Worker Education and Labor 
Myanmar's Enemy Within
Buddhist Violence and the Making of a Muslim Other
Francis Wade
Praise for the previous edition "Bold and brave. . . . Wade's book tells the personal stories of Muslim and Buddhist characters who have animated the tragic scenes of Myanmar's deadly morality play."-Time "The roots of ethnic and religious conflict in Myanmar, especially in relation to anti-Muslim hatred, stretch back further than is often acknowledged. By training his analysis on relatable perspective via rich reporting, Wade seeks to trace the lineage of violence, for which some of Myanmar's present-day leading lights and even venerated monks are culpable, in an investigation that's at once illuminating and sobering."-Los Angeles Review of Books 
Black Wave
How Networks and Governance Shaped Japan's 3/11 Disasters Daniel P. Aldrich "Three disasters-an earthquake, a tsunami, and a nuclear meltdown-struck Japan on 3/11, generating one of the greatest catastrophes in recent history. In Black Wave, Aldrich asks a series of essential questions: How did so many people survive? Why did some places fare so much better than others? What does it mean to be resilient in a world of emerging risks? His findings are surprising and important. Everyone interested in disaster-or, really, survivalshould read this excellent book."-Eric Klinenberg, New York University 
The Gateway to the Pacific
Japanese Americans and the Remaking of San Francisco
Meredith Oda
Focusing on the development of the Japanese Cultural and Trade Center in San Francisco, Meredith Oda shows how this multilayered story was embedded within a larger story of the changing institutions and ideas that were shaping the city and its identity as the "Gateway to the Pacific." During the formative decades following World War II, Oda argues, San Francisco's relations with and ideas about Japan were being forged within intimate sites of civic and community life. San Francisco's story is an inherently local one, but it also a broader story of a city collectively reimagining its place in a global economy.
Historical Studies of Urban America
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They Thought They Were Free
The Germans, 1933-45 Milton Mayer 
New Edition
China's Asian Dream
Empire Building along the New Silk Road
Tom Miller
Praise for the previous edition "Understanding the philosophy behind China's national aspirations will be a defining task of twentyfirst-century diplomacy. In that vein, China's Asian Dream will prove essential reading."-Wall Street Journal 
Kill It to Save It
An Autopsy of Capitalism's Triumph over Democracy
Corey Dolgon "A trenchant critique of a popular notion in today's politics and policy making: kill it to save it, the notion that often 'the only way to save public institutions is to privatize them.'. . . Kill It to Save It is engagingly written and persuades the reader of the need to save our public institutions by investing in them, not by killing them. Recommended."-Choice 
Deadline
Populism and the Press in Venezuela
Robert Samet "Deadline is a gripping study of the media practices that shape and mold the protean effects of populism. The focus is Venezuela, a petrostate that fervently crystallized global neoliberal discontent in the theatrics of chavismo even as the populist movement became wreathed in increasing violence and social instability. Samet provides an engrossing, insightful analysis of this situation."-Dominic Boyer, Rice University 
Now in Paperback
Back to Black
Black Radicalism for the 21st Century
Kehinde Andrews "Andrews takes the concepts that underpin so much of our woolly, contemporary talk about blackness, structural racism, pan-Africanism and-most of all-radicalism, and does the hard, essential work of reinserting meaning and critique into the debate." -Afua Hirsch, author of Brit(ish) Sign up now for email notification of new releases by subject at: http://bit.ly/UCPnotify
New Edition
The Federal Impeachment Process
A Constitutional and Historical Analysis
Michael J. Gerhardt
For more than twenty years, The Federal Impeachment Process has served as the most complete analysis of the constitutional and legal issues raised in every impeachment proceeding in American history. Impeachment, Michael J. Gerhardt shows, is an inherently political process designed to expose and remedy political crimes. For this third edition, Gerhardt updates the book to cover cases since President Clinton. He discusses the issues arising from the possible impeachment of Donald Trump, including whether a sitting president may be investigated, prosecuted, and convicted for criminal misconduct. 
The Search for Justice
Lawyers in the Civil Rights Revolution, 1950 Revolution, -1975 
Peter Charles Hoffer
With rich, copiously researched detail, Hoffer takes readers through the interactions of different groups of lawyers during the civil rights era, focusing on one of the central issues of the time: school segregation. Hoffer sets these lawyers' activities not only in the context of the civil rights movement but also of their full political and legal legacies. Seeing the civil rights era through the lens of law enables us to understand for the first time the many ways in which lawyers affected the course and outcome of the movement. 
Speaking for the Dying
Life-and-Death Decisions in Intensive Care
Susan P. Shapiro Seven in ten Americans over the age of age of sixty who require medical decisions in the final days of their life lack the capacity to make them. For many of us, our biggest, life-and-death decisions-literally -will therefore be made by someone else. Speaking for the Dying draws on daily observations over more than two years in two intensive care units in a diverse urban hospital. This book shines a bright light on a role few of us will escape and offers steps that patients and loved ones, health care providers, lawyers, and policymakers could undertake before it is too late. 
Chicago Series in Law and
The Discourse of Police Interviews
Edited by Marianne Mason and Frances Rock
The first book to focus exclusively on police interview dialogue, The Discourse of Police Interviews examines leading debates, approaches, and topics in contemporary police interview research. Among other topics, the book explores the framework of popular police interview techniques employed in the United States and the United Kingdom and the discursive practices of institutional representatives like police officers and interpreters that can influence the construction and quality of linguistic evidence.
Murder in New Orleans
The Creation of Jim Crow Policing 
Islands of Sovereignty
CEO Leadership
Navigating the New Era in Corporate Governance
Thomas A. Cole "Beautifully weaves together corporate law doctrine, wisdom gleaned from decades in corporate practice, and business realities to provide insightful and important lessons for CEOs, directors, and students of corporate governance. "-Guhan Subramanian, Harvard University "With decades of practical application and experience, [Cole] brings a trusted advisor perspective, rooted in a framework of standards, to address real-world governance matters and enable the right outcomes. His body of work, as shared in this book, is a highly relevant and useful tool for boards, management, and shareholders alike. 
Issues in Law and Economics
Harold Winter
2017 240 p. 6 x 9 107 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-24962-9 $27.50 Your Price: $22.00
Slices and Lumps
Division and Aggregation in Law and Life
Lee Anne Fennell
Lee Anne Fennell explores how two types of configuration challenges-carving out useful slices and assembling useful lumps-surface in myriad contexts. With a technology-fueled entrepreneurial explosion underway that is dividing goods, services, and jobs in novel ways, and as urbanization and environmental threats raise the stakes for assembling resources and cooperation, this is a crucial time to confront questions of slicing and lumping. This book reveals configuration's power and potential-as a unifying concept and as a focus of public and private innovation.
2019 320 p. 6 x 9 1 halftone, 7 line drawings 108 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-65026-5 $35.00 Your Price: $28.00
Justice Scalia
Rhetoric and the Rule of Law
Edited by Brian G. Slocum and Francis J. Mootz III Justice Antonin Scalia (1936 Scalia ( -2016 was the single most important figure in the emergence of the "new originalist" interpretation of the US Constitution, which sought to anchor the court's interpretation of the Constitution to the ordinary meaning of the words at the time of drafting. In this edited collection, leading scholars from law, political science, philosophy, rhetoric, and linguistics look at the ways Scalia framed and stated his arguments. Focusing on rhetorical strategies rather than the logic or validity of Scalia's legal arguments, the contributors collectively reveal that Scalia enacted his rigidly conservative vision of the law through his rhetorical framing. When it was first published a quarter of a century ago, Richard Posner's exposition and defense of an economic approach to antitrust law was a jeremiad against the intellectual disarray that then characterized the field. As other perspectives on antitrust law have fallen away, Posner's book has played a major role in transforming the field of antitrust law into a body of economically rational principles largely in accord with the ideas he set forth. 
Thinking Like a Political Scientist
A Practical Guide to Research Methods
Christopher Howard "Howard pulls back the curtain on conducting political science research-actually social research generally-and provides real tools for students to use. . . . This book takes what is often considered an abstract and dry topic and makes it come alive. It will serve students well for years to come." -Sanford F. 
Journal of Law and Courts
Crossing disciplinary and geographic boundaries
The Journal of Law and Economics
Widely cited economic analyses of regulation, legislation, law, and finance
The Journal of Legal Studies
The leading journal for theoretical legal research
The Journal of Politics
Pathbreaking research in all areas of political science
Polity
Well-reasoned, readable articles on important topics for a broad range of political scientists
Supreme Court Economic Review
Analyzing the social and behavioral impacts of laws, regulations, and institutions
The Supreme Court Review
A survey of the implications of Supreme Court decisions
